Invitation to International Polish Championship Guppy Pairs
in Warszawa POLAND date 8.10.2021
Location:

Zoo Garden in Warsaw, street: Ratuszowa 1/3, 03-461 Warszawa Poland

Open for audience: 9.10.2021 11.00-12.00 or due to the local rules
Fish arrival time:

8.10.2021 until 11 am

Valuation day:

8.10.2021

Applications:

hwgc98@gmail.com, phone: +48 609 999 016

Applications no later than 1.10.2021 please.
Participation is free of charge if the exhibitor places the fish at the disposal of the HWGC – not
announced sets cannot be sent back and have to be picked up at the end of the show.

SHOW RULES
1. The show is organized by HWGC and follows the rules of the IHS as EC or IC show.
2. Technical conditions: Tanks: 10 litres, Black background, LED Lightning, Water: pH 7,1 , DH: in
German grades 11,6; in French grades 20,7; in English grades 14,5;
3. Trophies and prices will be announced for:
• International Polish Champion Best Breeder 2021,
• Polish Champion Best Breeder 2021,
• Genetic Design Champion 2021,
• Winners of the following groups: Largetails, Swordtails and Shorttails.
4. Assessment of the collections for Genetic Design Champion will include:
• Creative breeding results and presenting for example own guppy strain or new colour, patterns or fin shapes.
• Presenting demanding strains which require special approach during breeding.
(Details of assessment criteria you can find on HWGC Facebook site)
5. The transport of the entries is at the risk of the participating breeder.
6. In case of bigger interest of competitors than technical possibilities allows the organizer will limit the
number of each exhibitor´s collections. The applications must include the exact number of classified
collections.
7. The decisions of show management and/or judges are unchallengeable and final.
8. By participating, the breeder declares her/his unrestricted agreement with the show rules.
Show manager: HWGC Tomasz Czyż
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